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consist of the following: the devotee takes a sacred
bath in the river or stream. the devotee wears white
garments for the occasion. the devotee performs a
homam. the devotee prays to the devas and to lord
shiva. the devotee should wear a bracelet made of

lord rudra’s weapons. the devotee should be
accompanied by a pandit for the puja. the devas are
brought to the puja and worshipped. the holiest form
of rudrabhishek is performed at shri mahalakshmi,

where kirtan is the center of the puja. the main deities
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are seated on the altar, facing the east; the other
deities are placed in the sacred precincts of the

temple. this puja is performed on the day of the full
moon in vaisakha, on the first day of navratri, and on

the day of the mahalakshmi ardasamahotsava of
navagraha. the puja is performed to give blessings to

the deity and all people who are present at the
festival. the purusa mantra is recited three times and
then the deities are bathed with the pura. the whole

puja is performed by holy priests in the sacred
precincts of the temple. the main deities are seated
on a special seat and the other deities are placed in

the sacred precincts of the temple. the rituals
performed are; kirtan – this is the center of all puja's,
and leads to the sanctification of the space for which

the space is rented, or for which the land is being
purchased. hence, kirtan leads to the sanctification of
the space. here, lord ganesha is also worshipped. after
kirtan, the worshipers pray to the deity. the deities are
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bathed and puja is performed on them.
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kitchen puja – this is performed to remove all
negativity from the kitchen. this is performed to

remove all negativity from the kitchen. while cleaning
the kitchen, all things that are believed to be bad are

removed. it is performed after puja. the directions
given in this detailed guide will help you in performing

this puja without any problems. on the day of
rudrabhishek, we must perform the sadhana (ritual)
on the guru’s day. the sadhana is performed on the
day of guru’s ekadasi, in which the previous ekadasi

prayer is performed. for the best results, it is
recommended to perform the sadhana of lord

rudrabhishek on the same day on which the previous
sadhana was performed. in a regular yagna, a suitable

puja is performed to the deity. as the yagna is
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performed in our sadhana, we worship the particular
deity that is relevant to our yagna. in this particular

ritual, we worship the lord shiva for receiving the
punishment of lord rudrabhishek and lord rudra for

taking away the punishment. in this way, we have to
perform the puja to lord shiva and lord rudra, at the
same time. therefore, when performing the puja to

lord shiva, one has to worship the trinity of lord shiva-
ganesha-surya, which is one of the most authentic

puja mantras. hence, this is not just a mantra for lord
rudra’s puja, but it is also a mantra for lord shiva’s

puja. we can also combine this mantra with bhagwan’s
mantra (aum), which is a very authentic mantra for

lord shiva. it is believed that chanting this mantra 108
times with rudraksha mala will bring prosperity, peace
and happiness into your life. the symbol of prosperity
and protection for humanity, this mala will protect you

from all types of negative energies and strengthen
your life. 5ec8ef588b
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